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Q1.   

In the TDM network below suppose: 

 Data from user A is put into slot 3 at the multiplexer on the left (Mux)

 Data from user B is put into slot 1 at the multiplexer on the left (Mux).

 Data to user C is extracted from slot 4 of the incoming frame at demultiplexer 1 (Demux 1)

 Data to user D is extracted from slot 3 of the incoming frame at demultiplexer 2 (Demux 2).

 The switch needs to forward data from user A to user C and data from user B to user D.

Determine the time slot interchange translation table at the switch, as much as can be determined. 

Q2 

A TDM multiplexer has 4 input channels each of rate 200 kbps rate. The number of bits per slot is 8. 

Assume there is no additional overhead inserted by the multiplexer. 

i. What is the output bit rate?

ii. What is the output frame rate?

iii. What is the duration of a slot in the output frame?

iv. What is the duration of a frame?

Q3.  

Consider the E time division multiplexing hierarchy. 

i. How many E-3 lines are multiplexed in an E-4 line?

ii. How many bytes is an E-3 frame?

iii. What is the bit rate for the overhead in E-3?

iv. How many slots does this correspond to in part (iii)?
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Q4 

(i) In an STS-1 frame, match the fields in the Section Overhead (SOH) to the functions below 

a) Synchronisation

b) Multiplexing:  C1

(ii) In an STS-1 frame, match the fields in the Line Overhead (LOH) to the functions below 

a) Locating the SPE in the frame

b) Automatic protection switching: LOH (K1, K2)

Q5 

In TDM networks pulse stuffing is used to manage differences in clock rates between transmitters 

(multiplexers) and receivers (demultiplexers)when TDM frames are sent over link. In positive pulse 

stuffing multiplexers operate at the maximum allowed clock frequency. Data is input to the multiplexer 

at a lower rate. At the TDM output every now and then a dummy bit is inserted and the position of the 

dummy bit is recorded in the frame. At the receiver stuffed bits are removed. 

Shown below are two figures: one of a multiplexer and one of a demultiplexer. Explain in detail how 

the above description of positive pulse scheme is implemented in these figures. 

Block diagram of a positive pulse stuffing multiplexer 
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Block diagram of a positive pulse stuffing demultiplexer 

Q6.  

A TDM system uses Frame search and frame maintenance to manage the operations need to obtain and 

maintain frame synchronisation. 

The following description is given for Search mode: 

‘The search mode provides a sequential search comparing each candidate frame alignment position 

with the known frame pattern until a proper match is found. For the distributed frame structure each 

candidate position is scanned one bit at a time at F-bit intervals for up to N times, where F is the frame 

length and N is the number of frames in the pattern The criterion for acceptance of a candidate position 

is that the N-bit comparison must yield  or fewer errors, while rejection occurs for more than  errors. 

When acceptance occurs, the frame maintenance mode is activated; for rejection the search mode shifts 

one bit position and tests the next candidate position using the same accept/reject criterion. This 

operation of search mode can be conveniently described in terms of a set of state (candidate positions) 

and probabilities between these states (accept/reject probabilities) as shown in the Figure 6.1.’ 
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Fig 6.1 

Fig 6.2 
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i) Describe in detail how the diagram in Fig 6.1 represents the search mode operation described.

ii) Fig 6.2 gives equations for the probabilities of accepting a false position, of rejecting false position

and for accepting true position. Describe in detail how the equations in Fig 6.2 were derived. For 

equations 1 and 2 assume that channel bits 0 and 1 are random, equally likely and independent and 

assume bit errors are independent with probability pe of an error. 

Q7. 

i. A light signal travels from one end of a fibre to the other. What is the delay in the signal if the

length of the cable is 200 km?  (Assume a propagation speed of 2 x 108 m/s).

ii. Suppose we wish to delay a light signal by 10 us using the fibre in part (i). How long must the

fibre be to achieve this?

Q8.  

The carrier frequencies of two consecutive carrier signals in dense WDM is 193.50 THz and 193.40 

THz. Calculate the wavelength spacing in nm between the two carriers? Assume the speed of light is c 

= 3 x 108 m/s. 

Q9. 

Suppose an optical fibre cable is 15 km long, that there is a connector at each end and there are 10 

splices in the cable. The following loss data is provided: The fibre cable loss is 0.2 dB/km. Connector 

losses are 1 dB/connector. Splice losses are 0.3 dB/splice. 

i. What is the total loss for the cable?

ii. Suppose the receiver sensitivity of Silicon Avalanche Photo diode is -58 dBm to achieve a data

rate of 50 Mbps for a bit error rate of 10-11. What must the minimum transmit power be for this

system? Express your answer in dBm.

Q10. 

Single mode optical fibre typically has a bandwidth distance product of  3000 MHz-km whereas multi 

mode step index optical fibre typically has a bandwidth distance product of  200 MHz-km. Explain 

why there is such a difference between the two type of fibre. Provide strong arguments for you answer. 

Q11. What limits the number of different wavelengths that can be used in a Dense Wavelength 

Division Multiplexing (DWDM) System? Provide strong arguments for you answer. Explain any 

terms used. 
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Q12 

Suppose the following is a network of frame relay switches. 

What are the translation tables for the all the switches across the top row the network. The switches are 

numbered 1 to 4 from left to right. 

Q13 . 

(i) What data plane functions are required in a frame relay switch? Explain your answer. 

(ii) What control plane functions are required in a frame relay switch? Explain your answer 

Q14  

(i) A Virtual Circuit ATM switch has the following switch translation table 

Input Output 

Interface VPI VCI Interface VPI VCI 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 

7 

19 

5 

4 

6 

8 

11 

1 

1 

2 

2 

5 

7 

5 

8 

12 

13 

18 

4 

Suppose an ATM cell is received on Interface 1 with VPI=19 and VCI = 8. 

On what output interface is the cell transmitted and with what VPI and VCI values? 

(ii) A Virtual Path ATM switch has the following switch translation table 

Input Output 

Interface VPI Interface VPI 

1 

1 

1 

1 

3 

7 

19 

5 

1 

1 

2 

2 

5 

7 

5 

8 

Suppose an ATM cell is received on Interface 1 with VPI=19 and VCI = 8. 

On what output interface is the cell transmitted and with what VPI and VCI values. 
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Q15  

A device connected to an ATM network uses four virtual circuits over a single link. Two virtual 

circuits are used for  two separate voice data connections, a third virtual circuit is used to transmit 

streaming video data and the fourth is used to transmit email data. Cells from the four virtual circuits 

are multiplexed over the one link. Buffers can be deployed to hold cells waiting for transmission. 

a) How should the cells from the different connections be multiplexed? Give strong arguments to

justify your answer.

b) Develop a simple theory for handling similar situations.


